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THE ACTION PROGRAM OF THE WESTERN RANGE SURVEY 

INTRODUCTION 

With the depletion of the ranges in the south and east, the 

enterprising stocicnen were forever pushing northward and westward into 

vast areas of a range paradise where there appeared to be an endles8 

supply of forage. On these ranges he entered upon a "get rich quick 

program", running his stock the year round on range which was, perhaps, 

adapted only to grazing for a few months of each year and increasing his 

stock, not in accordance to that which the range would support but on a 

basis of that which offered to the operator some crude method of control, 

generally herding. As the area on which he had established himself in 

the west began to show permanent signs of depletion due to his unregulated, 

destructive grazing methods, he merely moved his herd or flock to a new 

range end continued his range-destroying grazing methods. 

His actions were not controlled by any governmental agencies. 

He paid nothing for his grazing privileges, so that outside of stock losses 

he had very little if any expenses. Above all else he had little if any 

consideration of the future value of the range resources he was destroying. 

As long as he could find sufficient forage for his stock, he gave little 

thought to the condition in which he left the range. 

Following the nomadic stockman came the land-owning stockrnan 

who invariably controlled more stock than his deeded property could support. 

The destruction he caused to his own and federal ]and was as bad or worse 

than the nconadic stocknan, because he was in more or less of a permanent 

position, allowing his stock to completely strip the range year after year. 
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Such practices as those mentioned above had a serious effect on 

the productive capacity of the ranges. People of that period exercised 

what they considered as their privilege, the free use of the range. This 

free use of the ran 'e was in some measure, supported by the government 

in so far as all laws that existed were very loosely administered and 

enforced. 

As settlement of the west advanced, the depletion of ranges 

became worse; first, because of economic conditions which necessitated 

large herds of stock which in most cases were poorly handled; second, 

because of the lack of knowledge of good management by the majority of 

stock raisers; and third, because of a laxity of the existing laws and 

the absence of pertinent research ar.t investigation by the government. 

With this information, the exact condition of the ranges would have been 

known. Methods of management of a non-destructive nature backed by 

scientific investigations would have been of value to the operator as 

well as to the government in preventing further depletion. Vhen this 

information had finally been supplied, much of our ranges were in an ex- 

coedingly bad state of depletion, but nevertheless, some of the more re- 

sourceful stockmen had envisioned the future and managed their range with 

the idea of improving it or at least maintaining it in its present condi- 

tion, Others, when they becane aware of the existing conditions, adopted 

these systems of management with the same goal as their objective. 

But by far the greatest number of stockmen continued their opera- 

tions on a poor "angement basis, either because of a lack of understanding 

of its value or because of financial reasons which made it impossible 

for them to adopt measures of range rejuvenation without seriously taxing 

their income, which in many cases had barely consisted of an existence. 
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It was becoming more and more apparent that some measures should be adopted 

to restore or improve the existing condition of the range to maintain 

and preserve the industry on a firmer, more permanent basis. Such actions 

not only would materially benefit the indivilual stockman by making it 

possible for him to realize larger returns by the increased productivity 

of the range through proper management but would also be of value to the 

government. This benefit to the government would be in the form of an 

increase in the taxable value of the land and the increase in the value 

of a natural, heritable industry. 

SOIL CONSERVATION AND DOESTIC ALLOTMENT ACT 

The Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act was signed by the 

President, February 29, 1936, as an amendment to an act passed by Congress 

in April, 1935, which provided for the protection of land resources 

against soil erosion. It replaced the unconstitutional Agricultural 

Adjustment Administration programprovided for the appropriation of 

$500,000,000 per year to enable the Secretary of Agriculture to carry 

out the purposes of the Act. 

Some of the most important objectives of the Act which had, among 

other things, a direct influence on the rejuvenation of the ranges were: 

(1) preservation and improvement of soil fertility; (2) promotion of the 

economic use and conservation of land; (3) reduction of exploitation of 

natural soil resources; and (Lt) reduction of wasteful and unscientific 

use of natural soil resources. It can be seen that one of the objectives 

of the Act was to inaugurate scientific use, or referring specifically 

to the private range, the development of good range management plans. 

Reduction of exploitation on range areas or natural soil resources would 



also infer the adoption of proper management plans. 

TilE WESTERN RANGE SURVEY 

With the passing of the Soil Conservation & Domestic Allotment 

Act, action was immediately started to determine the principles to follow 

in carrying out the provisions of the Act. Cooperation was necessary 

for every government agency connected in any way with range land to obtain 

uniform results, procedure and analysis. This cooperative understanding 

between the various federal agencies was given the title of "The Cooperative 

Western Range Survey". 

The ultimate objective of this cooperative understanding among 

the Soil Conservation & Domestic Allotment, Forest Service, The Soil Con- 

servation Service, The Resettlement Administration, and the 0ffice of the 

Experiment Stations was to determine the location, extent, type and compo- 

sition of plant cover and grazing capacity under uniform methods of pro- 

oedure for all range lands througFout the entire western range area. 

They re jointly to interpret and present this information in a form that 

would lend itself to the determination of essential management practices 

in the development and administration of conservation and adjustment 

programs. The immediate objective of this Western Range Survey was to 

assemble, analyze, and interpret all usable data now available and that 

becoming available on the present condition and potential use of western 

range lands and present the results on maps and tabulations by counties, 

so they might serve as a basis for developing future action programs of 

tie range surveys. They were alsc to coordinate and round out the range 

survey work of all cooperating agencies to assure uniformity in methods, 

procedure, analysis and result8 so that both data available from previous 



surveys and that to become available could be fitted into the general 

survey that would ultimately cover the entire range area. 

Under the cooperative agreement, the Forest Service was to furnish 

the trained personnel and expert supervision for the survey for 1937. 

For 1938 this work will be in the hands of a county committee chosen for 

the purpose of administering the work in each county. Under the super- 

vision of the Forest service, the individual ranch and range unit was 

examined and the tentative county grazing capacity limits were determined 

together with the grazing capacity of the individual unit. Payments to 

the individual by the government were to be made for the completion of 

range building practices on the basis of the carrying capacity of the 

individual range unit which was determined by a range examiner. 

The method of obtaining this grazing capacity varied from region 

to region. in Region Li. the reconnaissance survey method was used, while 

Region 6 employed the square foot density or plot system. The reconnais- 

sance system was much more extensive than the plot system but did not 

contain the degree of accuracy that was found in the plot system. This 

accuracy is very essential in any scientific research even if the imme- 

diate cost y be reater. 

The reconnaissance system consistently shoved a higher grazing 

capacity on the same area than did the plot system. This variation be- 

tween the two methods was compared when a selected crew of men from 

each of the two methods of survey worked over the same area. In corre- 

lating the grazing capacity of a unit surveyed by the two different 

methods in which the results varied, it was necessary to apply a constant 

to the results of one or both surveys so that an average might be obtained. 

By applying this constant, it would be possible to convert the reconnaissance 



survey results to the plot survey results or vise versa, or if so desired, 

the average between these two surveys could be obtai.ned. 

ETUOD OF SQUARE FOOT DENSITY 

All members of the range survey crew were given a very intensive 

course of training in the fundamentals of the procedure and were under 

the direct supervision of a forest officer for the first few weeks of 

work. The work was divided into two distinct parts, field work and 

office work. The field work was accomplished by the following procedure: 

1. Lay out at intervals of eight chains, a 100 square 
foot plot by the use of two pins fastened to the 
ends of a 5.65 foot chain. 

2. Determine the species of plants present on the 

plot and tabulate on a special form sheet. 

3. Determine the density in square feet of each species 

on the plot and record on the same form. 

14. Determine the total density by species and plots. 

5. Determine the type of forage present. 

6. Make a complete map including all topographic features, 

improvements, and forage type lines. 

A minimum of ten plots per section was required in the survey. 

Taking plots at eight-chain intervals necessitated making one trip 

through each sscticn generally in a cardinal direction. Maps were made 

as accurately as wa possible by pacing and the use of a hand compass. 

The office work consisted of tabulating the field notes and cal- 

culating the following points: 

1. Obtain the average density of ech species by dividing 
the total density for each species by the total number 
of plots taken. 

2. Obtain the palatability for each species from a 
standard Forest Service palatability list. 



3. Determine the Forage Factor by multiplying the 
palatability of each species by its average density. 

L. Obtain the Forage Acre Factor from the total of the 
Forage Faotors. 

5. Find the number of Forage Acres by multiplying the 
total surface acres of range land on the unit by the 
Forage Acre Factor. 

6. Determine the grazing capacity in animal units of the 
range by dividing the Forage Acres by a predetermined 
Forage Acre requirement figure. 

This grazing capacity in animal units is the basis for the 

functioning of the Action Program. The venous factors euch as the 

palatabilities, Forage Acre Requirement and types have been determined 

by very thorough investigations and scientific research. They will 

remain constant until such time as they are proved to be inadequate 

as determined by more thorough investigations. 

THE ACTION PROGRA 

To the many thousands of individuals and companies thRt ovmed and 

controlled range land, the ActIon Program was to function as a stimulus 

to the rejuvenation of their ranges, or in cases where rejuvenation was 

not necessary, it tended to promote economic use and conservation of the 

area. 

Individuals who wished to take advantage of this opportunity to 

improve their range were required to sign a request for cooperation, 

so that a field survey of the unit could be made by the above method to 

determine the grazing capacity on thich the amount of the payment was 

based. This request for cooperation was made to the county conmiittee 

of the program prior to the institution of the range building practice. 



The payment for cooperation In 1937 was l.5O per animal unit of the 

grazing capacity of the total ran;e unit. 

There were a number of ways in which the stoc1nen could cooperate 

in approaching the objectives of the Act. Some were more applicable 

in one region than in another. Some required considerable planning 

and expenditure of money by the cooperator. All of the practices per- 

mitted under the program had for their sole objective the objectives 

of the Act under which they were made possible. Their success or fail- 

ure was dependent entirely upon ths operator, but in all oases it vas 

to his benefit to cooperate to the fullest extent. 

RAN'E BU1LDING PRACTICES AND CCNDIT1ONS 

STANDARD RANflE FE!CES 

One of the most beneficial practices approved under the program 

was that of a standard range fence. The specifications and limitations 

required to be eligible for benefits from the government were such that 

a very complete and permanent fence resulted. The desired objective 

of this practice was to promote more profitable range management by a 

better distribution of the stock on the range and make possible a sys- 

tern of deferred and rotation grazing. 

The fences were required to be constructed of good, sound rnHterial 

of a sufficient height to turn cattle and horses. A well-braced corner 

post was required, set at least three feet in the ground with line posts 

spaced at not more than 20-foot intervals and set into the ground not 

less than two and one-half feet. Three properly spaced barbed wires 

stretched on these posts made a very substantial fence. In wooded areas 

it was permissible to use trees for corner and line posts which greatly 
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simplified the construction together with a reduction in cost to the 

cooperator. Where fences crossed, the draw posts were required to be 

weighted or otherwise anchored. 

On sheep ranges in which the operator wished to cooperate, it 

was not practicable in sorse cases to construct barbed wire fences, so 

pro'visicns were made whereby payment would be allowed on properly con- 

structed three-pole or three-rail fences. Posts, figure fours, or jacks 

were to be spaced at intervals of not more than eighteer feet and nailed 

with at least a forty-penny spike. A properly constructed four log worm 

fence also qualified. Those operators who so desired, were allowed bene- 

fits on a woven wire fence with two properly spaced strands of barbed 

wire placed above the woven wire. In any case, the fence was required 

to be of such construction as to turn horses and cattle. 

The adaptability of this practice to abuse was apparent at the 

outset of the program, and it was sometLes difficult to determine if 

the fence were constructed merelyfor convenience in which oase no pay- 

ment would be allowed, or if it were constructed with the purpose of 

contributing to a method of range management which would allow range 

restoration and thereby, eligibility for payment. 

Repairing or rebuilding of an old fence could qualify under no 

conditirn, as this in no vay would affectuate the purposes of the Act. 

It would merely carry on and prolong the type of manRgernent already in 

use, while that which was desired was an improvement in the present 

management plans. Drift fences were allowed if constructed according to 

specifications, and if' they, in the opinion of the compliance supervisor 

and range inspector, served as a means to an improvement in the present 

form of management. 



In some instances the cooperator would attempt to collect payment 

on fences constructed on the boundary of his property. In a few cases 

this may have contributed to better management of the range, especially 

when the range unit was bordered by extensive areas of public land from 

which the stock could drift to this private land. However, due to the 

objective of most of the operators in constructing a boundary fence, 

primarily for convenience, it was decided to prohibit the construction 

of any and all boundary fences for payments under the program. 

Probably the most glaring fault in the specifications for this 

practice was that of requiring the line posts to be set in the ground 

not less than two and one-half feet. In rocky areas it can be seen 

that in many cases it would be impossible to set a post two and one- 

half feet in the ground. In fact, it might be impossible to set the 

post at any depth. However, this did not hinder compliance with the 

objective of the practice which was to construct a permanent fence suf- 

ficiently strong to turn cattle and horses. By a liberal interpreta- 

tian of the requirements, the objectives could be obtained by constructing 

a fencs as drong or stronger and as permanent as one in which the posts 

were set two and one-half feet in the ground. 

Satisfactory cooperation was determined by a compliance supervisor 

at the completion of the work, and if ho approved the project, the coop- 

erator was allowed 30 cents per rod for the fence as a reimbursement 

from the government. On a fence constructed according to the preceding 

specifications, it can be seen that 30 cents per rod represents only 

about 30 percent of the total cost of construction. It was not the 

purpose of the Act to make it possible for an operator to construct a 
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fence and be reimbursed for the entire cost, but merely to reimburse 

him enough to make it financially possible to construct a fence that 

was needed and could not be constructed without financial assistance. 

The 30 cents per rod helped to cover the extra expense of making a more 

permanent fence with the hope of eventually proving to the more skep- 

tical operators the value they might derive from better manigement plans 

for their range unit. 

NATURAL RESEfDING BY DEFERRED (RAZING 

Payment was made for with-holding range land from grazing for 

a period in the spring between inception of growth and maturity of seed 

of the principal forage species. This period was determined beforehand 

by investigations and remained constant for any one particular region. 

Payment was made for compliance on a basis of 35 cents per animal unit 

for the number of months on which stock were required to be with-held, 

generally three months. However, payment could not be received on more 

than twenty-five per cent of the area of the total ranching unit or 

twenty-five per cent of the grazing capacity of the unit. 

Following is an illustration of the method used in determining 

the amount of payment: 

1. Range unit includes 5000 acres. 

2. Grazing capacity as determined by a range survey of 
the area is 200 animal units. 

3. Operator defers grazing on 1250 acres. 

L l2O 
5000 

= 25 percent of unit on which grazing is deferred. 

5. Twenty-five per cent times 200 animal units 50 animal 

units on which the cooperator is entitled to payment. 



6. Three months times 35 cents times 50 animal units : 52.5O. 

Even though grazing were deferred on more than twenty-five per- 

cent of the unit, payment could not be received on more than twenty-five 

per cent of the unit and was calculated as above. 

If properly carried out, a system of deferred and rotation graz- 

ing is probably the least expensive and most practical method of im 

proving the range. While not mentioned specifically, rotation grazing 

was intended to be practiced because a system of deferred grazing would 

naturally, after a few years, lead to a deferred rotation system, and 

it was the objective of this practice to instigate a plan of management 

whereby its continuity could at least be partially assured. Obviously 

there could be no assurance that the plan would be continued by the 

cooperator after he had received his payments, but every precaution was 

taken by the county committee and range inspector in seeing that the 

request for compliance was made in good faith and that the cooperator 

had sufficient facilities to undertake and continue a rejuvination plan 

for his range. If it were found that the cooperator did not have suff i- 

aient resources or a desire for continued cooperation, his application 

for cooperation might be refused. 

In the more seriously depleted range areas, it would naturally 

he impossible to expect any material value to be gained by deferring 

for one year. Even with complete deferment, there probably would be 

little,/if any seed, produced due to the absence of any stored food in 

the roots of the plant which is necessary for seed production. To be 

completely successful, the range should not be grazed during the fall 

of the year preceding the deferred period. In this 1ay, the plant would 
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would be allowed to mature and store food in its roots in the fall, 

and this food could be used for early spring growth and seed production. 

This was probably the most conspicuouc fault or inadequacy of this 

practice. 

By following a system of deferred and rotation grazing, it has 

been proved that the method is practical in increasing the forage pro- 

duction and favoring the growth of the more valuable forage species 

which is essenttal to the improvement of the range. This practice, as 

the preceding practice, did not entirely recompensate the stockoner 

for the expense to which he had been put in obtaining range land to teke 

the place of that which was deferred, but it did offer him some incen- 

tive and financial help to get started on a range improvement program. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SPRINGS AND SEEPS 

In areas with a deficiency or inadequacy of stock water, the 

stockmen were allowed to develop springs or seeps in order that the 

water might be concentrated and conveyed to a tank or trough. For corn- 

plete cooperation, the spring or seep had to be walled up with rock 

or concrete in the loose soils and protected from trampling by a sub- 

stantial fence or rock covering. The water was to be conveyed frcin the 

spring to a concrete, metal, or wooden tank by not less than a one- 

inch pipe. Payment for satisfactory cooperation was on the basis of 

*50.00 per spring or seep developed. 

The value of water and the distance to it on a range cannot be 

overlooked from the standpoint of good management. The absence of water 

makes a range area useless as far as spring, summer, and fall grazing 

is concerned. However, it can be utilized to some extent as winter range 



in certain regions, but its real value is generally supressed wherever 

there is an insufficient supply of water. Movement of cattle on the 

range can, to a large extent, be controlled by the water. Stock will 

graze only in a limited circle around water, depending upon the season, 

type of forage, and various other local factors, so that soon the forage 

within this circle is badly depleted while the surrounding area is only 

sparsely utilized. Thus the carrying capacity of the entire unit may 

be centered on only a very small part of the rane. 

If water facilities were present but undeveloped as was so many 

times the case, compliance with this practice allewed the stockman fin- 

ancial aid in developing the water to secure better distribution and 

better management of his stock on the range. It has been suggested (6) 

that for a properly watered range, the watering places should be placed 

or located every half mile on rugged, mountainous country and every 

mile and a half on level or rolling range. It can be seen that the 

permanent development as specified by the Soil Conservation and Domestic 

Allotment Act would entail considerable expense on the part of the opera- 

tor if developed in sufficient quantities to conform to the standards 

of the Forest Service. Thj prevented many operators from developing a 

much needed spring. hon it was made possible for them to receive a 

payment of 5O.00 per spring developed, it opened up the possibilities 

of a much better managed range than had before been possible. 

On properly watered ranges that were utilized to their full 

capacity and could in no way be improved by the further development of 

springs and seeps, the operator was not allowed to cooperate under this 

method. In rough and steep areas it was sometimes necessary to pack 



material many miles by pack animal, and in some eases springs or seeps 

were developed within five to ten chains of each other to advantageously 

utilize the range. 

RESERVOIRS 

On vast areas of the western range there are places where water 

in the form of springs, seeps, or creeks is not available. There is, 

however, generally an abundance of winter snow and spring rains with 

resulting spring runoff. Qfl these desert, semi-desert, foothill and 

plains areas, the construction of reservoirs or pits to impound water 

for stock atering purposes was authorized under the program. These 

pits or reservoirs were to be of sufficient size to supply ample water 

for the number of livestock using the range during the period of grazing, 

and they were also to be used exclusively for watering stock to bring 

about a restoration and conservation of the vegetative cover. The speci- 

fications required for satisfactory cooperation were to produce a 

permanent darn for impounding water. 

Dams were to be made of consecutive layers of soil firmly packed 

during the course of construction With slopes varying with the type of 

soil. In heavy dRy soils the face was required to have a slope of three 

to one and a slope of two to one for the rear, In loam or silt soils, 

the slopes were to be four to one on the face and two and one-half to 

one on the rear. In light, sandy soils, the face slope was required 

to be six to one and the rear slope four to one. The w:'od, stone, ce- 

ment or sodded spillway was required to be at least three feet below 

the top of the dam and of a width and depth that would result in a cross 

section of not less than forty-five square feet, for the first square 



mile of drainage with an additional fifteen square feet of cross section 

for each additional square mile of drainage area. It was necessary for 

the cooperator to fence the darn and spillway against all classes of stock, 

and it was suggested and recommended that the dam be seeded to grass. 

Payment was at the rate of 15 cents per cubic yard of fill or excava- 

tion. 

A dam constructed by the above specifications wnuld be of a 

permanent nature and would require considerably more work and expense 

than the type of darn commonly in use. It was the intention of the prac- 

tice that, while the reimbursement s only a small percentage of the 

actual cost, it would help the operator construct a more permanent dam 

by a payment which would be largely for extra work and material that the 

ordinary operator would not undertake. Much opposition to the character 

of the specifications wis encountered both by operators and administra- 

tors of the specifications, because in many cases, it was financially 

ixrpossible to construct a dai even with the recompensation from the goy- 

ernment. In many cases a dam could be constructed just as permanently and 

more cheaply without any financial reimbursement than one constructed 

by the above specifications with a payment from the government. Where 

such conditions existed, the purposes of the Act were defeated in that 

they did not contribute to range betterment because of too strict speci- 

fications. In some of the more level areas where it was not practical 

or possible to build a dam over four to six feet in height, it can be 

seen that putting in a spillway at least three feet below the surface 

of the dam s was required, would make the dam practically useless. 

In making excavations to collect snow and runoff for stock watering, 

a slight hollow or depression was scooped out, :enerally in the form of 



a trough with two sloping ends which allcwed the stock access to the 

water. This was practiced where the character of the country would 

not permit dam construction and it was very euccessful in opening up 

new grazing areas and securing a better distribution of the stock on 

a rance unit. Payment as the same as that t'or darns and again paid 

only a small percent of the total cost. 

WELLS 

In many places wells are the only practical means by which water 

can be obtained for stock. The cost of drilling necessarily restricted 

their development, so that many range units were improperly utilized 

because of this lack of proper distribution and inadequate ntmibers. 

The soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act provided for the pay- 

ment of l.00 per linear foot for drilling or digging wells with a cas- 

ing of not less than four inches in diameter, to be used for range stock 

watering purposes only. A well developed for payment rnu't supply suffi- 

oient water for the number of stock untilizing the surrounding range 

and must be for the purpose of conserving and restoring the range, which 

would necessarily call for judicicus placement of the well in refer- 

ence to topography, forae, distance to other water, and other local 

factors. A mechanical lifting device, other than a hand pump, of a size 

to supply a sufficient quantity of water for the number cf stock on the 

range was required to be installed and in operation at the tirre of the 

approval inspection. This lifting device was either a gasoline engine 

or a windmill pump. The efficiency of a windmill pump is sonewhat d- 

pendent upon the amount and frequency of the wind, so that in cases 

such as lambing operations where a continuous, ample supply is atsolutely 
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necessary, a gascline motor would prove more efficient as a permanent 

unit or as an auxiliary unit in cace of emergency. 

Payments viere made for artesian wells on the same basis, ex- 

cept that no lifting device was required. No payments were made for 

a dry hole regardless of the intentions of the operator, as this 

in no way would bring about better distribution of stock or better 

management plans. Existing wells could be deepened to supply more water 

providing it was found advisable and necessary, end a measurement was 

taken of the depth of the existing well to be recorded with the county 

committee before work was begun. All wells developed were to be fitted 

with a trough or pipe to convey the water to a tank or storage reser- 

voir of sufficient size to assure an ample supply of v.ater for the 

stock using the adjacent range. 

The cost of developing a well is approximately two to three times 

the amount of the reimbursement received from the government but it 

supplied many operators with the necessary inducement to drill wells 

which otherwise would cost more than the immediate value received by 

the cooperator. The value of a well-watered rane to the owner and 

to the government over a long period of time is certainly going to be 

more than the immediate cost of developing these wells. 

RESEED ING 

A payment of 20 cents per pound was made for reseeding depleted 

range land to Crested wheat grass (Agropyron cristatum), Western wheat 

grass ( A. spp.), Slender wheat grass (A. pauciflorum), or Brome grass 

(Bromus spp.), and a variety of other species adapted to the various 

sections of the country. Payment could not exceed seeding at the rate 



of five pounds of seed per acre. They requested that stock be kept 

off the reseeded area until after the first growing season. °n the 

cattle rances this generally reouired fencing, but on sheep ranges, 

fencing is generally not necessary as the sheep are generally herded. 

Reseeding is probably the fastest rnans of rejuvenating depleted 

ranges, but it is also one of the most expensive. It is practical 

if proper care is taken in selecting the correct species for a given 

site, correct planting methods are observed, and sufficient care is 

taken of the grass in its early life. Probably the most extensive 

seeding was done with Crested wheat grass under a variety of condi- 

tions and with a corresponding variety of successes. For best results, 

seeding should be done in the fall on firm soil in rows two to three 

feet apart with a very light covering of soil over the seeds. Broadcast 

seeding is practiced extensively in the more inaccessible regions, 

especially after the first light snow in the fall. In sage brush 

areas, the sage is sometimes burned and the grass seed sown directly 

on top of the ashes without previous or further working of the soil. 

In some cases, the seed is sown in strips five to fifteen feet apart 

parallel to the contours, and by allowing the grass to go to seed each 

year, it gradually fills in the spaces between the rows. 

The method of planting rested entirely with the cooperator after 

the area to be planted was approved, but it was to his advantage to 

employ the best method of seeding a particular tract, as the romunera- 

tian of 20 cents a pound represented only about one-third of the total 

cost of the seed and seeding. The payment for this practice was, again, 

only an inducement to the owner to bring back to productivity those 

lands which were barren or overrun witri annuals and weeds. After these 



land8 are once restored, the value of maintaining the forage cover should 

manifest itself to the owner especially, as he will be able to make a 

comparison between the two conditions in which it is possible to main- 

tain a range. 

FIRE GUARDS 

For the purcose of protecting an operator's range land against 

fire, a payment of 3 cents per one hundred linear feet was made for 

constructing fire lines. The lines were to be made by plowing or 

otherwise exposing the mineral soil to a width of not less than four 

feet and were not to be used to practice controlled burning on the 

ranching unit. 

In restricted localities with a high fire hazard of brush, dry 

grass and weeds, and areas otherwise endangered by fire or in close 

proxinity to hazardous areas, the construction of fire lines might 

prevent the destruction of the range by fire. The practice is probably 

more restricted in its applicaticn than any cther of the approved prac- 

tices, but where it was applicable, it helped the operator take proper 

protective measures against fire. The minimum specification of four 

feet in width is not sufficient under all conditions to offer adequate 

protection, but in such instances the cooperator will make it of suffi- 

cient width to be usable, especially as he will be investing consider- 

able time and money of his own on the project. Abuse of this practice 

was limited almost entirely to the constructicn of fire guards for con- 

trolled burning, and it was sometimes difficult for the inspector to 

determine accurately the purpose for which the fire line was to be con- 

structed. 



CCNTOURI NG 

A paent of 50 cents per acre was allowed for furrowing land on 

the contour with furrows not less than eight inches in width and four 

inches in depth, constructed on slopes of not less than two per cent, 

dammed at intervals of not less than one hundred feet, and with intervals 

of not more than twenty-five feet between furrows. The practice was 

not approved on loose sandy soils or in cases where there was danger 

of the furrows breaking which would cause a greeter amount of damage 

from erosion than would take place without the furrows. 

The advantages of properly constructed contours rests mostly in 

checking sheet erosion and better penetraticn of the moisture. In Region 

5 there are over one thousand acres of contoured pastures, and in prao- 

tically all instances it has been successful with very little breaking 

over, holding in sorne cases up to fifty per cent of the rainfall which 

ordinarily would run off. By conserving this moisture in the ground, 

the growth of desirable vegetaticn has been increased noticeably, es- 

pecially in the furrows and on the ridges of the contour. In the more 

seriously depleted ranges, contouring tends to first, reestablish the 

annual weeds and grasses which, being a temporary typo, prepares the 

site, and offers protection for tLe more permanent, desirable species 

and prevents erosion. 

The average cost of contouring is about 2.O0 per acre, so that 

again the remuneration from the government represents only a small part 

of the expense, but as in some of the other practices it may represent 

thot difference which makes it possible for the operator to construct 

these contours. 



WATER SPREADING 

In areas of advanced stages of erosion or where erosion was be- 

coming a major problem, ccoperators were allowed a payment of 10 cents 

per hundred linear feet for constructing and maintaining permanent 

ditches for diverting surface run-off to prevent erosion. Ditches for 

purposes other than ater spreading would not be approved. They were 

required to be of a size and grade that would carry the maximum run- 

off and at the same time result in even spreading of the water as it 

left the ditches. The retarding darns at the head of the ditches were 

to be of' sufficient size and so spaced as to divert the maximum flow 

of water to the ditches. 

This practice accomplished practically the same purposes as 

contouring, except that the ditches radiated from an existing gulley 

to prevent further erosion by converting the run-off through these 

ditches to a gently sloping or level area on which erosicn was not 

likely to take place. By stopping the erosion in these gullies by the 

use of ditches, the vegetation wcs allowed to become established, other 

things being favorable, and the area was brought under a permanent, 

stable condition with a resulting increase in its value as a range unit. 

RODENT CONTROL 

Payments were made for controlling rodents at the rate of 15 cents 

per acre for pocket gophers and at the rate of 6 cents per acre for 

ground squirrels. It was required and is necessary to extend control 

to all adjacent infected areas to make the control program effective, 

especially as it was necessary that at least ninety per cent of the 

rodents be destroyed before the cooperator would be eligible for payment. 
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The method of control used by the cooperator should be similar to that 

recommended by the Biological Survey, which consists of the use of 

strychnine mixed with a hait of rolled or whole grain such as oats or 

tarley. 

In areas of extremely heavy infestation, rodents have been known 

to consume one-half of the forage on the ground while on less heavily 

infested areas the consumption is correspondingly less, but it is never- 

theless a factor which must be considered in determining the profit- 

ableness of a management plan. By the elimination of these rodents which 

are competitors with stock for the forae on an area, the competition 

is eliminated, and the stock are allowed full accessibility to all the 

forege that the area might produce, or with the destruction of the 

rodents, the area may be able to support a larger number of stock and 

still maintain itself in a bettor condition than was possible with 

rodents on the area. The cost of controlling rodents varies widely 

due to the severity of the infestation and the topography, but under 

no conditicns would the cost be so low as to he completely covered by 

the payment from the government. The average cost of poisoning ground 

squirrels is about 15 cents per acre, and for pocket gophers the cost 

is about 5 cents per acre. 

The greatest problem encountered in this practice was determin- 

Ing if ninety per cent of the rodents were destroyed by the control 

program of the cooperator as was necessary for complete cooperation. 

This required a census of the rodents before the control program was 

started and another census soon after the poisoning operation had been 

completed. The thoroughness of this census was directly proportional 

to the time available, so that if the compliance supervisors were limited 



in their time, payment may have been approved for the destruction of 

only a small percentage of the rodents. Also1 if the after-poisoning 

census could not be made until after te rodents hibernated, it was 

impossible to make even a close approximation of the percentage of 

the rodents destroyed. Under the most favorable conditions it as very 

difficult to determine by a census if satisfactory results had been ob- 

tained, so that much cf the responsibility for compliance rested on the 

integrity of the cooperator. Precautions were taken when the applicant 

applied for the practice to see tht his application was made in good 

faith, that he was so situated as to he able to continue the rodent 

control campaign, and th&t he was sufficiently isolated from sources 

of infection as to make the control program on his unit possible and 

continuous. 

SUMMARY 

For the year 1936, there were 1,179 applicants who satisfactorily 

completed rane building practices on their ranching units in Oregon, 

and for this cooperation, they received from the government a total of 

$lLi9,879. This reprsents an averare of about l25.00 worth of govern- 

mental financial rance improvement practices completed on each ranching 

unit, but it does not represent the entire value or cost of these im- 

provements. Complete data is not available for the 1937 program but 

the estimate is that OO,OOO has or will be paid for range improvement 

practices completed in 1937. This represents an increase of about 

one hundred percent over 1936. There was also an increase of about one 

hundred percent in the number of applicants in 1937. 



The increases in 1937 over 1936 attest to the popularity of 

this program as a means of inaugurating range building practices in the 

state of Oregon. There were considerably more acres of range land on 

which improvements were made in 1937 than in 1936, which gives a larger 

percentage of the total area of range land that is being improved by 

one or more of te range improvement actices as advocated by the Soil 

Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act. The ultimate goal of this pro- 

gram is to develop a range improvement program or practice for all 

range lands which are not now producing a profitable return due to poor 

or undeveloped plans of management. The trend, as can be seen by a 

comparison of the 1936 and 1937 summaries, is definitely heading for 

this goal. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Due to the enormous amount of poor and unproductive range land 

in the west and the inability of the average owner to develop a better 

plan of management than the one on which he is barely existing, the 

government through the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act 

has attempted to aid these people in developing and managing their 

range unit by a payment to be made for the satisfactory completion of 

some range improvement practice as specified by the Act. The feasi- 

bility of this program is beyond reproach when it is considered that 

much of this land is heavily mortgaged or tax-delinquent which makes 

it more of a liability to the government than an asset which it ncrmally 

should be. While protecting and offering help to the individual, the 

government is protecting itself by making the land more productive and 

more valuable which will help prevent foreclosure and tax delinquency. 
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kmong those practices of rane improvement accepted by the pro- 

gram there were a few that contained very ambiguous and undesirable 

specifications. These were rectified by "good judgment" cn the part 

of the inspectors. Some were so ambiguous as to prevent their app].i- 

cation altogether and loft no loop-holes for judgment. 

The opportunities for fraudulent entry or misrepresentation by 

the cooperators were numerous. The applicability and practicability 

of the practices requested by the cooperator were determined almost 

entirely by the Range Inspector. 
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